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ABSTRACT
We present a high-precision proper motion study of 873 X-ray and spectroscopically selected
stars in the massive OB association Cygnus OB2 as part of the DANCe project. These were
calculated from images spanning a 15 yr baseline and have typical precisions <1 mas yr−1.
We calculate the velocity dispersion in the two axes to be σα(c) = 13.0+0.8−0.7 and σδ(c) =
9.1+0.5−0.5 km s−1, using a two-component, two-dimensional model that takes into account the
uncertainties on the measurements. This gives a three-dimensional velocity dispersion of
σ 3D = 17.8 ± 0.6 km s−1 implying a virial mass significantly larger than the observed stellar
mass, confirming that the association is gravitationally unbound. The association appears to be
dynamically unevolved, as evidenced by considerable kinematic substructure, non-isotropic
velocity dispersions and a lack of energy equipartition. The proper motions show no evidence
for a global expansion pattern, with approximately the same amount of kinetic energy in
expansion as there is in contraction, which argues against the association being an expanded
star cluster disrupted by process such as residual gas expulsion or tidal heating. The kinematic
substructures, which appear to be close to virial equilibrium and have typical masses of 40–
400 M, also do not appear to have been affected by the expulsion of the residual gas. We
conclude that Cyg OB2 was most likely born highly substructured and globally unbound, with
the individual subgroups born in (or close to) virial equilibrium, and that the OB association
has not experienced significant dynamical evolution since then.
Key words: stars: early-type – stars: kinematics and dynamics – stars: pre-main-sequence –
open clusters and associations: individual: Cygnus OB2.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Star formation is one of the most important processes in astro-
physics, influencing cosmic reionization, the structure and evolu-
tion of galaxies, and the formation of planetary systems. Since most
young stars are observed in groups or clusters of some sort (e.g.
Carpenter 2000; Lada & Lada 2003), understanding the origin of
this clustering and the influence it has on the formation and early
evolution of stars is critical for a complete theory of star formation.
The clustered environment of young stars also affects the forma-
tion of planets, through UV photoevaporation from nearby massive
 E-mail: nick.nwright@gmail.com
stars and close encounters between stars, protoplanetary discs, and
young planetary systems (Adams et al. 2006).
Star clusters are often considered a fundamental unit of star for-
mation (Pfalzner 2009; Pflamm-Altenburg & Kroupa 2009), with
star formation occurring in quantized, relatively dense and grav-
itationally bound systems that form embedded within molecular
clouds. It has been suggested that the vast majority of stars form
within these clusters (e.g. Carpenter 2000; Krumholz 2014), and
that the dense clustering of protostars may play an important role in
how stars build up their masses (e.g. Zinnecker 1982; Bonnell et al.
2001).
While the majority of stars are observed to be clustered at a
young age, only ∼10 per cent of stars are found in bound clusters
by 10 Myr (Lada & Lada 2003). The most common explanation for
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the supposed disruption of these clusters is that the feedback-driven
dispersal of the residual gas left over from star formation lowers
the gravitational potential holding the cluster in virial equilibrium,
leaving the cluster in a supervirial state and prone to expansion
and dispersion (e.g. Hills 1980; Lada, Margulis & Dearborn 1984;
Goodwin & Bastian 2006; Baumgardt & Kroupa 2007). Another
possible explanation is that a gravitationally bound star cluster could
be disrupted by tidal heating from the surrounding giant molecular
clouds (GMCs) in the region it was born (e.g. Elmegreen & Hunter
2010; Kruijssen et al. 2011). Regardless of the mechanism, this
expanded state would be briefly visible as a low-density group
of young stars known as an association (e.g. Blaauw 1964; Brown,
Dekker & de Zeeuw 1997; Kroupa, Aarseth & Hurley 2001), before
dispersing into the Galactic field.
An alternative view of star formation suggests that stars form
over a wide range of initial densities from loose groups up to dense
clusters in a hierarchical structure that originates from the structure
of the parental molecular cloud (e.g. Elmegreen 2002; Bastian et al.
2007; Elmegreen 2008; Bonnell et al. 2011). This picture explains
the presence of young stars over a wide range of densities (Bressert
et al. 2010), including both isolated young stars of any mass (Lamb
et al. 2010) and low-density associations (Wright et al. 2014b). In
this scenario, the densest groups collapse to form bound and long-
lived star clusters while the low-density groups naturally disperse
as associations without passing through a densely clustered phase
(e.g. Elmegreen & Elmegreen 2001; Kruijssen 2012). The origin
of associations, of both OB or T varieties, therefore provides a
valuable discriminant to distinguish between different models of
star formation.
The kinematics of young stars can provide powerful constraints
on theories of star formation, particularly if radial velocities (RVs)
and proper motions (PMs) are combined to construct true three-
dimensional space velocities for large numbers of stars. Recent,
large-scale spectroscopic surveys such as the Gaia-ESO1 Survey
or IN-SYNC2 are beginning to provide RVs for large numbers of
stars in nearby star-forming regions and clusters (e.g. Jeffries et al.
2014; Foster et al. 2015), but transverse PM velocities are currently
lacking. Gaia (Perryman et al. 2001) will ultimately provide PMs
for a billion stars in our Galaxy down to ∼20th magnitude, though
a full data release is not expected before 2022.
High-precision astrometry and PMs can now be extracted from
well-calibrated ground-based, wide-field exposures if sufficient,
high-quality data are available. This is the goal of the DANCe (Dy-
namical Analysis of Nearby Clusters) survey programme (Bouy
et al. 2013). In this paper, we adopt this method to calculate PMs
for stars in the massive OB association Cyg OB2 to study its kine-
matics and attempt to constrain its origin. Cyg OB2 is one of the
most massive OB associations in our Galaxy with a total stellar mass
of ∼1–3 × 104 M (Drew et al. 2008; Wright et al. 2010a; Wright,
Drew & Mohr-Smith 2015) and home to many hundreds of massive
stars with masses up to ∼100 M (e.g. Massey & Thompson 1991;
Comero´n et al. 2002; Hanson 2003; Kiminki et al. 2007; Wright
et al. 2015). Furthermore at a distance of only 1.33 kpc (Kiminki
et al. 2015)3, it can be studied in sufficient detail to resolve and
1 The European Southern Observatory.
2 The INfrared Spectra of Young Nebulous Clusters programme.
3 Throughout this work, we will use the eclipsing binary distance of
1.33 ± 0.06 kpc calculated by Kiminki et al. (2015), in good agreement
with the parallax distance of 1.40 ± 0.08 kpc calculated by Rygl et al.
(2012) for parts of the surrounding Cygnus X GMC.
characterize the kinematics of both high- and low-mass stars. The
majority of the stars in Cyg OB2 do not have RVs available for them
(with the exception of 120 OB stars for which moderate precision,
σRV ∼ 5–10 km s−1, RVs are available; Kiminki et al. 2007, 2008),
and therefore this paper represents the first large kinematic study of
the region.
This paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2, we present the
observations used to derive our PMs, outline the method used, and
discuss the selection of Cyg OB2 members from within our PM
catalogue. In Section 3, we present the two-dimensional PM velocity
distributions and calculate the velocity dispersions. In Section 4,
we present and discuss the PM vector map, and study the evidence
for contraction, expansion, rotation, and kinematic substructure.
In Section 5, we discuss the implications of our results for our
understanding of the formation and evolution of Cyg OB2 and of
OB associations in general.
2 O BSERVATI ONS
2.1 Data used
Table 1 summarizes the observations, instruments, and telescopes
used in this work. To produce the most accurate PMs, we searched
the public archives of observatories from around the world for
wide-field images within 1◦ of the centre of Cyg OB2, which is
commonly regarded as Cyg OB2 #8, the trapezium of O stars
at RA 20:33:16, Dec. +41:18:45 (e.g. Schulte 1956; Vink et al.
2008). The archival data that were gathered included 2631 different
observations.
To improve the PMs by extending the time baseline and number
of epochs, we complemented the archival data by obtaining new
deep wide-field observations of Cyg OB2. These observations were
obtained with the Omega 2000 camera on the Calar Alto 3.5 m
telescope in 2011 and the MegaCam instrument on the Canada–
France–Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) during 2012 and 2013. These
observations were all designed to optimize the astrometric cali-
bration and consisted of multiple pointings covering an ∼1◦ area
centred on Cyg OB2, with each exposure dithered and offset by ∼2–
4 arcmin in RA and Dec. The overlap between observations ensures
an accurate astrometric anchoring over the entire survey area. All
the observations included exposures taken in the i or Ks bands
where differential chromatic refraction (DCR) is lower and the see-
ing is often better. These observations brought the total number of
observations obtained for this work to 2885, from a total of nine
observatories and 10 different instruments.
The quality of the PMs calculated in this work is dependent
on the positional accuracy achieved in individual epochs and is
therefore influenced by the signal-to-noise ratio of individual stellar
measurements, the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the
point sources, the sampling (pixel scale) of the images, and the
airmass of the observations (because atmospheric turbulence and
DCR quickly increase with airmass). The majority of observations
were obtained at airmass <1.2 with the 90th percentile at airmass
1.29. The median airmass is 1.07.
The individual raw images were processed using an updated ver-
sion of ALAMBIC (Vandame 2002), a software suite developed and
optimized for the processing of data from large multi-CCD im-
agers and adapted for the instruments used here. ALAMBIC includes
standard processing procedures such as overscan and bias sub-
traction, flat-field correction, bad-pixel masking, chip-to-chip gain
harmonization (for multichip cameras), de-stripping and fringing
correction (when needed), and non-linear correction (for infrared
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Table 1. Instruments used in this study. Nobs refers to the number of separate exposures within each observational data set.
Year Observatory Instrument Filters Platescale Chip layout Chip size Field of view Nobs
(arcsec/pixel) (arcmin2) (by filter)
1998 JKT1 SITe2 CCD2 Hα 0.333 1 × 1 2 k × 2 k 10 × 10 43
1999 Kiso 1.05 m3 2 k CCD4 R 1.5 1 × 1 2 k × 2 k 51 × 51 9
2003 APO 2.5 m5 SDSS6 u, g, r, i, z 0.4 6 × 1 2 k × 2 k 82 × 14 132 of each
2003 INT7 WFC8 B, V 0.333 3 × 1 +1 2 k × 4 k 34 × 34 2, 3
2003 INT WFC r, i, H α 0.333 3 × 1 +1 2 k × 4 k 34 × 34 125, 174, 128
2004 INT WFC B, V 0.333 3 × 1 +1 2 k × 4 k 34 × 34 1, 2
2004 INT WFC r, i, H α 0.333 3 × 1 +1 2 k × 4 k 34 × 34 88, 113, 89
2005 INT WFC r, i, H α 0.333 3 × 1 +1 2 k × 4 k 34 × 34 4, 8, 3
2006 INT WFC U, g, r, i 0.333 3 × 1 +1 2 k × 4 k 34 × 34 31, 31, 15, 3
2006 UKIRT9 WFCAM10 J, H, K 0.4 2 × 2 2 k × 2 k 40 × 40 46, 48, 80
2007 INT WFC U, g, r, i, H α 0.333 3 × 1 +1 2 k × 4 k 34 × 34 35, 48, 59, 14, 6
2007 UKIRT WFCAM J 0.4 2 × 2 2 k × 2 k 40 × 40 8
2008 UKIRT WFCAM J, H, K 0.4 2 × 2 2 k × 2 k 40 × 40 48 of each
2008 CFHT WIRCam11 Ks, Brγ , H2 0.306 2 × 2 2 k × 2 k 22 × 22 106, 62, 45
2009 GTC12 OSIRIS13 i, r, z 0.127 2 × 1 2 k × 4 k 8 × 8 40, 44, 45
2011 UKIRT WFCAM K 0.4 2 × 2 2 k × 2 k 40 × 40 80
2011 GTC OSIRIS i, r, z 0.127 2 × 1 2 k × 4 k 8 × 8 53, 58, 54
2011 Calar Alto 3.5 m Omega 200014 Ks 0.45 1 × 1 2 k × 2 k 15 × 15 111
2012 KPNO 4 m15 Mosaic 116 WRC4 5825Å 0.26 4 × 2 2 k × 4 k 36 × 36 24
2012 CFHT MegaCam17 u, g, r, i 0.187 4 × 9 2 k × 4 k 58 × 57 16 of each
2013 CFHT MegaCam u, g, r, i 0.187 4 × 9 2 k × 4 k 58 × 57 5, 5, 9, 60
Notes and references: 1The Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope. 2Website: http://www.ing.iac.es/Astronomy/observing/manuals/ps/jkt_instr/jag.pdf. 3Kiso Observatory,
University of Tokyo, Japan. 4Website: http://www.ioa.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/kisohp/INSTRUMENTS/instruments_e.html. 5Apache Point Observatory 2.5 m telescope.
6The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (York et al. 2000). 7The Isaac Newton Telescope. 8 The Wide Field Camera (Ives 1998). 9The United Kingdom Infrared Telescope.
10The Wide-Field CAMera (Casali et al. 2007). 11The Wide-Field Infrared Camera (Puget et al. 2004). 12Gran Telescopio Canarias. 13Optical System for
Imaging and low Resolution Integrated Spectroscopy, obtained as part of observations by Guarcello et al. (2012). 14Bailer-Jones, Bizenberger & Storz (2000).
15The Kitt Peak National Observatory Mayall Telescope. 16Wolfe et al. (2000). 17Boulade et al. (2003).
detectors). All these steps are performed independently on each
read-out port whenever several ports are present.
2.2 Astrometric analysis
Astrometry was performed with the ASTROMATIC4 software suite,
including SEXTRACTOR (Source Extractor; Bertin & Arnouts 1996),
SCAMP (Software for Calibrating AstroMetry and Photometry; Bertin
2006), and PSFEX (Point Spread Function Extractor; Bertin 2011).
The whole process is described in detail in Bouy et al. (2013, see
Section 7), but we briefly outline the most important steps here.
(i) Recover and equalize image metadata. Many astrometric tasks
require parameters specific to each observatory, instrument, or ob-
servation. These were gathered and brought on to the same FITS
metadata standard.
(ii) Modelling the PSF. An accurate model of the PSF is needed
for every exposure of every chip from every instrument, which
sometimes must be performed at the subpixel level if the images are
significantly undersampled (such as those with good seeing). This
was performed in a non-parametric way with the PSFEX software.
(iii) Cataloguing. For sources with more than three pixels above
1.5 standard deviations of the local background SEXTRACTOR was
used to measure fluxes and positions using the empirical PSF. In con-
trast to iterative Gaussian centroiding, PSF model fitting is mostly
immune to spatial discretization effects caused by undersampling,
and also allows saturated pixels to be censored without excessively
degrading the positional accuracy of (moderately) saturated stars.
4 http://www.astromatic.net
(iv) Quality assurance. Not all archive data are of sufficient qual-
ity to produce reliable and accurate astrometric measurements. All
exposures were screened for defects using both semi-automated
quality-control based on PSFEX and SEXTRACTOR measurements, and
manual inspection of astrometric measurements in different expo-
sures as a function of the different instruments used, the observing
conditions (e.g. airmass), and properties such as extraction flags and
measured magnitudes. Astrometric measurements that were flagged
by SEXTRACTOR as saturated or with truncated PSFs (close to an
image boundary) were rejected. SEXTRACTOR’s PSF fitting module
reduces the impact of this (see e.g. Bouy et al. 2013), though mi-
nor magnitude-dependent astrometric biases were noted for some
saturated stars.
(v) Estimating astrometric uncertainties. Positional uncertainties
are important when calculating the global astrometric solution and
for computing the weightings needed for calculating PMs. Our
estimated positional uncertainties take into account photon noise,
relative motions caused by atmospheric turbulence, and imperfect
deblending of close sources (see section 7.5 of Bouy et al. 2013).
(vi) Computing global astrometric solutions. This is computed
iteratively by SCAMP by minimizing the quadratic sum of differences
in position between overlapping detections from pairs of catalogues.
This requires the calculation of a reprojection operator for each ‘as-
trometric instrument’ (defined as the unique combination of camera,
filter, and observing run, and distinct from the traditional meaning
of the word instrument referring to the camera used on the telescope
itself). This must be calculated for each observing run because chip
distortion patterns can change from run to run as instruments are
often taken off telescopes between runs. Based on header infor-
mation and logbooks we have identified 113 different astrometric
MNRAS 460, 2593–2610 (2016)
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Figure 1. Reduced χ2 of the PM fits as a function of the INT i-band
magnitude (where available), with the number of astrometric measurements
used in the PM fit indicated by the colour. The cut-off at χ2/d.o.f. =
6 corresponds to the outlier rejection threshold. For clarity, only 10 per cent
of the catalogue is shown. The majority of PMs for Cyg OB2 sources have
baselines ∼15 yr and therefore PM uncertainties <1 mas yr−1.
instruments, taken with 10 different traditional instruments through
29 different filters.
(vii) Fitting individual PMs. After the second iteration of global
astrometric calibration, moving sources are identified by cross-
matching different observations in time order with a cross-matching
radius of 3 arcsec. Once cross-matched, PMs are calculated by SCAMP
using a weighted linear fit to source positions as a function of time.
No attempt was made to include the effect of trigonometric par-
allax in the fit because at a distance of 1.33 kpc, the maximum
amplitude of the parallax motion is only ∼0.7 mas yr−1 (the effect
will be stronger for nearby stars, which could influence our global
astrometric solution, though their numbers are likely to be in the mi-
nority given the range of photometric magnitudes we are sensitive
to). To filter out poor astrometric data, any PM fitted with a reduced
χ2/d.o.f. > 6 are re-calculated after removing the astrometric mea-
surement that has increased χ2/d.o.f. the most (this threshold was
chosen to balance rejecting too many measurements and keeping
very poor fits). This process is repeated until either χ2/d.o.f. ≤ 6
or a maximum of 20 per cent of points have been removed (see
Bouy et al. 2013, for more details for this process). The resulting
χ2/d.o.f. values for the fits are shown in Fig. 1.
The positions and PMs calculated by this method are not tied
to an absolute reference system such as the International Celestial
Reference System (ICRS) but are instead calculated relative to each
other (a method that is valid for separations up to a few degrees,
beyond which distance-dependent ‘drifting’ biases become non-
negligible). Our measurements could be placed on the ICRS by
comparing them to an existing astrometric catalogue on the ICRS,
however most stars from the Hipparcos and Tycho catalogues in our
field of view are bright and hence saturated, precluding their use.
An alternative method is to use the PMs of extragalactic sources
in our field of view and determine the offset required to reduce
their PMs to zero. Bouy et al. (2013) found that this method added
a ∼0.3 mas yr−1 uncertainty to the individual relative PMs. Since
our scientific objectives only require relative PMs, we have decided
not to tie our PMs to the ICRS to avoid this increased uncertainty.
This decision could risk introducing a small PM gradient over the
field produced by the Milky Way disc, but since our field of view is
small it will be a very minor effect. The fact that we do not observe
any correlation between our PMs and Galactic latitude suggests that
this has not seriously biased our measurements.
2.3 Astrometric accuracy and its limitations
Astrometric accuracy is mainly limited by the distortion correction
and the variability that arises from atmospheric turbulence. Further
noise is added to the astrometric solution by cosmic rays, bad pix-
els, artefacts produced by saturated stars, and chromatic centroid
shifts from extragalactic sources, nebulae and unresolved multiple
systems. The contribution of all of these issues can be greatly min-
imized by selecting only point-like sources and rejecting outliers
in the PM fits. DCR, the wavelength-dependent shift of the cen-
troid due to dispersive elements along the path, can also affect the
astrometry. However, since the vast majority (92 per cent) of our
observations were obtained at airmass <1.4 (for which DCR offsets
are typically low) and in the red or near-infrared part of the spec-
trum (where the amplitude of the DCR is also smaller), this is not
expected to be a significant source of uncertainty.
Fig. 2 shows a representative sample of the estimated PM un-
certainty as a function of i-band magnitude, with the points colour-
coded based on the total baseline from which the PMs are cal-
culated. The PM uncertainty is dependent on both the magnitude
and the baseline of the observations, with lower uncertainties for
brighter sources and longer baselines. For those sources with base-
lines ∼15 yr (including the majority of sources we are interested
in), the PM uncertainty is typically <1 mas yr−1 and ∼0.4 mas yr−1
for sources brighter than i ∼ 18 mag (equivalent to stellar masses
of 1–1.5 M at the distance and extinction of Cyg OB2).
While Gaia (de Bruijne 2012) will obtain more precise PMs for
stars with i < 18 mag (based on Gaia’s limiting magnitude of G ∼
20 mag and the typical G − i colours of these stars of ∼2 mag), it
will not detect any of the stars fainter than this, which will only be
improved in the foreseeable future by PMs from the Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope (Ivezic et al. 2008).
2.4 Cygnus OB2 membership selection
The objective of this work is to produce a sample of Cyg OB2
members with measured PMs free from kinematic biases. For this
reason, we have not used the kinematic measurements to identify
new members of the OB association, as this can introduce biases
into the kinematics, but instead base our membership selection on
purely non-kinematic criteria.
To identify the low-mass members of Cyg OB2, we cross-
matched our PM catalogue with the X-ray source list of Wright
& Drake (2009). X-ray observations provide a largely unbiased di-
agnostic of youth that is highly effective in separating young asso-
ciation members from older field stars because pre-main-sequence
stars are typically 10–1000 times more luminous in X-rays than
main-sequence stars (Preibisch & Feigelson 2005). This is because
young stars rotate much more rapidly than older field stars and thus
through the actions of the magnetic dynamo (which operates in stars
with radiative cores and convective envelopes) have higher levels of
magnetic activity that are manifest through enhanced X-ray emis-
sion (e.g. Wright et al. 2011). The only exception to this are A- and
late-B-type stars that do not appear to emit X-rays, most likely due
to the lack of a convective envelope (Schmitt 1997).
The deeper of the two X-ray observations studied by Wright &
Drake (2009) is centred on the core of the association and is es-
timated to be complete and spatially unbiased in the mass ranges
MNRAS 460, 2593–2610 (2016)
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Figure 2. PM uncertainty as a function of INT i-band magnitude (where available) with the baseline of the astrometric measurements used shown by the
colour. For clarity, only 10 per cent of the catalogue is shown. While Gaia will obtain more precise PMs for stars with i < 18 mag, stars fainter than this will
not be detected by Gaia.
of 0.8–1.7 M and >5 M (Wright et al. 2014b). Wright et al.
(2010a) studied the properties of these sources in detail, using opti-
cal and near-IR photometry to identify and remove foreground con-
taminants and estimate stellar masses, and it is this source list that
we use here. We extend the decontamination process by selecting
only sources that were also detected by the Cygnus OB2 Chandra
Legacy Survey (Wright et al. 2014a), excluding ∼150 faint sources
that did not pass the more conservative source verification process
used by Wright et al. (2014a) and leaving 867 sources. Of these,
848 were successfully cross-matched (using a matching radius of
1 arcsec) to our PM catalogue, a success rate of 98 per cent (leaving
19 X-ray sources without PMs).
We also cross-matched our PM catalogue with the census of
OB stars in Cyg OB2 compiled by Wright et al. (2015), for which
stellar masses and ages were calculated from rotating stellar evo-
lutionary models. Limiting ourselves to the 58 OB stars that fall
within the field of view of the X-ray observations and using the
same cross-matching radius, we obtained 56 matches, 20 O-type
stars and 36 B-type stars.
Combining the X-ray and OB star samples, and removing dupli-
cations from the two catalogues, gives a total of 873 members of
Cyg OB2 with measured PMs (between the two catalogues only 19
sources do not have PMs). Fig. 3 shows the distribution of known
members of Cyg OB2 in both optical and near-IR colour–magnitude
Figure 3. CMD illustrating the relative completeness of our PM sample based on the X-ray catalogue of members from Wright & Drake (2009) and OB star
catalogue of Wright et al. (2015). Members of Cyg OB2 with measured PMs are shown as black dots and those without PMs are shown as red dots. Left:
optical i versus r − i CMD using IPHAS (Drew et al. 2005) and OSIRIS (Guarcello et al. 2012, converted on to the IPHAS photometric system) photometry
for 771 of the 873 sources with PMs and 13 of the 19 sources without PMs. Right: near-IR J versus J − H CMD using 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and
UKIDSS (Lucas et al. 2008) photometry for 851 of the 873 sources with PMs and all 19 sources without PMs. All the sources with or without PMs from both
Wright & Drake (2009) and Wright et al. (2015) are shown in one of the two panels.
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Figure 4. PM uncertainty distributions along both axes for 864 of the 873
stars in our sample. Of the nine stars not shown on this figure, all have PM
uncertainties <12 mas yr−1 in both dimensions.
diagrams (CMD; additional optical photometry taken from Guar-
cello et al. 2012), with the sources without PMs shown in red. The
small fraction of sources without PMs includes some of the bright-
est sources in the near-IR CMD (for which PMs can be difficult to
calculate due to saturation) as well as some of the faintest (which
may not be detected in enough observations to yield accurate PMs).
For this sample, the median number of astrometric measurements
used for the PMs is 77, with 10th and 90th percentiles of 43 and
107. Fig. 4 shows the PM uncertainty distribution, in both axes for
our sample (almost identical because the astrometric precision is
the same in both axes, see Bouy et al. 2013). The vast majority of
stars (∼80 per cent) have estimated PM uncertainties < 1 mas yr−1,
with a median of 0.59 mas yr−1 in both dimensions (equivalent to
3.7 km s−1 at a distance of 1.33 kpc), and a small tail of stars with
high uncertainties up to σ = 12 mas yr−1. Since we have calculated
relative PMs, we set the medians of our PM distributions to be zero
in both dimensions by applying small non-zero offsets to the PMs.
The full catalogue is provided in Table 2.
3 PM V ELOC ITY DISPERSIONS
In this section, we use the PMs for members of Cyg OB2 to calculate
the two-dimensional velocity dispersion and assess the dynamical
state of the association. The velocity dispersion can provide in-
formation on the boundedness of a group of stars, the dynamical
conditions and the extent of dynamical evolution within the region.
PMs provide a more accurate measure of the intrinsic velocity dis-
persion of a group of stars than RVs because they are not noticeably
affected by the motions of individual stars within binary systems
(because PMs provide a measure of the motions of stars integrated
over a baseline and not an instantaneous measure of the velocity as
RVs do). In the text that follows, we denote the velocity dispersions
in RA and Dec. as σα and σ δ , though technically the velocity dis-
persions of the PMs in RA and Dec. should be written as σμα cos δ
and σμδ .
Fig. 5 shows the vector point diagram of PMs for the majority of
Cyg OB2 members. The PMs of non-members of Cyg OB2 are not
shown, but these have a similar distribution, implying that Cyg OB2
members cannot be kinematically separated from the field popula-
tion. A number of outliers with very large relative PMs are evident
in this diagram and are discussed in more detail in Section 3.5.
These outliers cause the velocity dispersion (Section 3.1) to come
out very differently for a Gaussian dispersion compared to that cal-
culated from an outlier-resistant method such as the interquartile
range (IQR), and the use of a forward modelling approach (Sec-
tion 3.2) reinforces this.
3.1 Calculating the velocity dispersions
Fig. 6 shows the binned velocity distribution (over the range cov-
ered by the majority of stars), which has a broadly Gaussian
distribution with low-amplitude, broad wings. The simplest esti-
mate of the velocity dispersion is the standard deviation, which
for our sample of 873 stars gives σα(std) = 8.54+0.20−0.03 mas yr−1
and σδ(std) = 7.35+0.18−0.01 mas yr−1 (uncertainties calculated from a
Monte Carlo simulation in which the individual PMs are varied
by their estimated uncertainties). These velocity dispersions are
considerably larger than the observed distribution because they are
being enlarged by a number of outliers with large velocity offsets.
There are 23 (17) stars with |μ| > 10 mas yr−1 in the RA (Dec.)
dimension, and 1 (2) of these have |μ| > 100 mas yr−1. These out-
liers could be removed by a process of ‘sigma clipping’, but this
is a procedure fraught with difficulties of subjectivity and irrepro-
ducibility.
An alternative estimate of the velocity dispersion can be derived
using an outlier-resistant method that assumes that the underlying
dispersion is approximately Gaussian (as it does appear to be, see
Fig. 6), but with broad, low-amplitude wings. One of the most
common such diagnostics is the interquartile range (IQR =q75–
q25), which is related to the velocity dispersion by
σ (IQR) = 0.741 (q75−q25), (1)
Table 2. PMs for members of Cyg OB2.
DANCe ID RA Dec. μα σμα μδ σμδ IDX IDOB
(J2000) (J2000) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) MT91 S58
J203227.69+411316.9 20:32:27.69 +41:13:16.9 −0.78 0.50 −0.80 0.50 341
J203229.12+411401.3 20:32:29.12 +41:14:01.3 −1.15 1.03 −1.23 1.03 355
J203229.29+410849.4 20:32:29.29 +41:08:49.4 +0.22 0.21 +0.05 0.21 357
J203229.90+411453.3 20:32:29.90 +41:14:53.3 +0.78 2.07 −2.02 2.08 363
J203230.39+411006.5 20:32:30.39 +41:10:06.5 +1.40 1.24 −1.62 1.24 366
J203230.64+410856.4 20:32:30.64 +41:08:56.4 −2.02 0.75 −1.12 0.75 371
J203230.66+410831.0 20:32:30.66 +41:08:31.0 −1.66 0.94 +0.71 0.94 369
J203231.44+410955.8 20:32:31.44 +41:09:55.8 −0.84 0.65 +0.09 0.65 379
J203231.54+411408.3 20:32:31.54 +41:14:08.3 +2.76 0.34 −0.04 0.34 383 267
J203232.49+411313.2 20:32:32.49 +41:13:13.2 −0.26 0.34 −1.20 0.34 391
Notes. IDX refers to the source number from the X-ray catalogue of Wright & Drake (2009). IDOB lists two source identification numbers typically used for
the OB stars in Cyg OB2 (see table B1 of Wright et al. 2015, for details).
(This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable form in the online journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.)
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Figure 5. Vector point diagram for members of Cyg OB2 with PMs (note that PMs are not placed on an absolute reference system but are only calculated
relative to each other) with the spectroscopically known OB stars shown as red dots. The left-hand panel shows 869 of the 873 stars with PMs (four stars with
very high PMs are not shown), highlighting the presence of a number of runaways or possible contaminants with high PMs. The right-hand panel (inset shown
in the left-hand panel with a blue box) shows a close-up of the centre of the velocity space, with 822 of the 873 stars shown.
Figure 6. PM velocity distributions along both axes (black histogram)
showing the interquartile range velocity dispersions (green dashed lines)
and the two-component Gaussian mixture model for the velocity disper-
sion (red dashed lines). The best-fitting velocity dispersions are listed in
each case, which for the Gaussian mixture model is the dominant Cyg OB2
component.
where q25 and q75 are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the velocity
distributions and the normalizing factor of 0.741 is the reciprocal
of the interquartile range of a Gaussian distribution with a stan-
dard deviation of one. This method gives velocity dispersions of
σα(IQR) = 1.63+0.27−0.17 and σδ(IQR) = 1.39+0.22−0.12 mas yr−1, which pro-
vide a much better fit to the observed velocity distributions (Fig. 6).
The true velocity dispersion will be less than this, having been
broadened by the not-insignificant (and highly heteroscedastic) un-
certainties for our PM measurements. A first-order approximation
of the underlying velocity dispersion can be obtained by subtract-
ing the square of the median uncertainty (on the assumption that
while the uncertainties are non-uniform they do not vary signifi-
cantly), which gives σα(IQR0) = 1.5 ± 0.3 and σ δ(IQR0) = 1.3 ±
0.2 mas yr−1.
3.2 Forward modelling the velocity dispersions
An alternative method to calculate the underlying velocity disper-
sion is to construct a model that takes into account both the velocity
dispersion of Cyg OB2 members, the distribution of kinematic out-
liers, and the individual measurement uncertainties, and then find
the model parameters that best reproduce the observations. We im-
plement this by modelling the velocity distribution using two Gaus-
sians in each dimension, each with their own velocity dispersions,
σ , and central velocities, v0, which we refer to as the Cyg OB2 (‘c’)
and outlier (‘o’) populations. We introduce a free parameter, fo, to
represent the fraction of sources that are members of the outlier pop-
ulation and assume that the fraction of outliers is the same in both
dimensions. While we do not know that the outliers are distributed
according to a Gaussian (in fact there is very little reason to suppose
that they are), the power of forward-modelling a Gaussian mixture
model such as this comes not from making an accurate model of
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the outliers, but simply from acknowledging and modelling them
(Hogg, Bovy & Lang 2010). To efficiently determine the best-fitting
parameters, we use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ensem-
ble sampler (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) to sample the posterior
distribution function and maximize the likelihood function, assum-
ing flat priors on all free parameters (the use of other priors does
not change the results).
The best-fitting parameters are σα(c) = 1.89+0.07−0.06 and σδ(c) =
1.32+0.05−0.04 mas yr−1 for the Cyg OB2 component, and σα(o) =
36.9+4.7−3.8 and σδ(o) = 32.4+4.1−3.4 mas yr−1 for the outlier component,
while the fraction of outliers is fo = 0.05 ± 0.01. We confirm that this
more complex model has provided an improvement on the single
component Gaussian model (which has fewer parameters) using the
Bayesian information criterion (Schwarz 1978), applying a penalty
to the likelihood of the more complex two-component Gaussian
model. Despite this penalty, we find that the two-component Gaus-
sian model provides a significantly improved fit compared to the
single-component model.
The velocity dispersions (for the Cyg OB2 component) ob-
tained using this method are higher than those calculated using the
uncertainty-corrected IQR method for σα and in good agreement
with those for σ δ . This implies that while the PM distribution in the
declination dimension may be described as a Gaussian (once the
outliers are accounted for), the distribution in the RA dimension is
not Gaussian. The core of the μα distribution is slightly underfit by
both velocity dispersion estimates, supporting the idea that a simple
Gaussian does not fully represent the observed distribution. A more
complex model could be used, though as we show in Section 4 the
underlying motions are highly substructured, meaning that such a
model would have to be quite complex to accurately describe the
kinematics of the system. Our goal here is to estimate the overall
dynamical state of the system and in this sense these fits should
be considered as reasonable approximations to the underlying ve-
locity dispersion, albeit the best available approximation given the
standard techniques for quantifying the velocity dispersion used
here. We will use the forward-modelled velocity dispersions for the
remainder of this work since they have included the most reliable
treatment of the kinematic outliers and the PM uncertainties, and
which we consider to be the most reliable and accurate estimate of
the velocity dispersion.
3.3 The three-dimensional velocity dispersion
Based on the distance to Cyg OB2 of 1.33 kpc, the velocity dis-
persions of the Cyg OB2 component in our two-component Gaus-
sian mixture model are equivalent to σα(c) = 13.0+0.8−0.7 and σδ(c) =
9.1+0.5−0.5 km s−1 (confidence intervals include the uncertainty in the
distance to Cyg OB2). These values are similar to, but slightly larger
than, the RV dispersion of the OB stars, σRV = 8.03 ± 0.26 km s−1
(using the mid-point RVs, vmid = 0.5(vmax − vmin), that are less
susceptible to undersampling than the average RVs; Kiminki et al.
2007, 2008). Since the PM velocity dispersion of the OB stars is
the same as that of the entire sample (Section 3.4), we believe it
acceptable to use the RV dispersion of the OB stars as representative
of the overall RV dispersion.
While the velocity dispersions in the three dimensions are in ap-
proximate agreement with each other they are not identical, even
within the confidence intervals. This implies that the velocity el-
lipsoid of Cyg OB2 is not spherical (i.e. it is non-isotropic) and is
actually triaxial with σα > σδ > σRV. The deviation from complete
isotropy is not large and may be due to a dominant isotropic com-
ponent within Cyg OB2 combined with a minor component that
is very strong along one axis. The direction of maximum velocity
dispersion in the plane of the sky is at a position angle (PA) of
87.◦5. The fact that Cyg OB2 does not have an isotropic velocity
dispersion (as is common for relaxed star clusters; Portegies Zwart,
McMillan & Gieles 2010) supports previous suggestions that the
association is not dynamically evolved (e.g. Wright et al. 2014b).
Combining the velocity dispersions in each dimension, we cal-
culate the full three-dimensional velocity dispersion as
σ 23D = 〈v23D〉 = σ 2α + σ 2δ + σ 2RV (2)
which gives σ 3D = 17.8 ± 0.6 km s−1.
3.4 Velocity dispersions as a function of stellar mass
Gravitational encounters within a stellar system will drive the ve-
locities of stars towards a thermal velocity distribution, whereby
stars of different mass have the same energy, a state known as
energy equipartition (Spitzer 1987)5. The development of equipar-
tition within a cluster is also thought to generate mass segregation,
the common observation that the most massive stars within a clus-
ter or association are predominantly found in the densest parts of
those regions (Hillenbrand et al. 1998; Gouliermis et al. 2004). It is
currently unknown as to whether mass segregation is due to some
facet of the star formation process (e.g. Bonnell & Davies 1998),
whether it can be rapidly induced through dynamical interactions
(e.g. Allison et al. 2009), or whether the two processes can develop
independently (e.g. Parker et al. 2016; Spera, Mapelli & Jeffries
2016).
To search for evidence of energy equipartition, we studied the
variation of the velocity dispersion as a function of stellar mass,
dividing our sample into bins of 100 stars (73 stars for the final
bin). For each bin, we calculated the dispersion on the total vector
lengths (
√
μ2α + μ2δ ), using the IQR to be resistant to outliers in
these small samples, and forward modelling the distribution using an
MCMC ensemble sampler to account for the impact of measurement
uncertainties. It is particularly important to take into account these
uncertainties since the estimated PM uncertainties are dependent on
magnitude and will therefore increase as the stellar mass decreases.
If the velocity dispersion is not properly corrected for uncertainties,
a false signal of energy equipartition may be observed when none
is present.
The results are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 7. The majority of
data points are consistent with there being no energy equipartition,
a result that does not change if the number of stars in each bin is
changed. If the bin with the most massive stars is ignored there is a
weak trend of decreasing velocity dispersion with increasing mass,
but the results are also fully consistent with their being no energy
equipartition. The most massive stars (>10M) have a larger ve-
locity dispersion than the intermediate-mass stars (2–10M), and
are more consistent with the low- and solar-mass stars (0.4–2 M).
These results should not be influenced by the presence of high-
velocity kinematic outliers (due to our use of the IQR velocity
dispersion) and cannot be caused by the broadening of the velocity
dispersion by close binaries.
To determine the level of energy equipartition best represented by
our data, we adapted our two-component Gaussian mixture model
5 Note that not all self-gravitating systems can attain complete energy
equipartition (Spitzer 1969; Trenti & van der Marel 2013).
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Table 3. Velocity dispersion as a function of stellar mass in bins of 100
stars and calculated by forward modelling the IQR velocity dispersion of
the total PM vector length (
√
μ2α + μ2δ ).
Median mass 68 per cent mass range N 〈σ 2〉
(M) (M) (mas yr−1)2
10.7 8.15–21.5 100 2.22+0.88−0.61
2.55 2.00–5.90 100 1.28+0.57−0.40
1.80 1.80–1.90 100 0.98+0.48−0.36
1.60 1.58–1.70 100 2.04+0.88−0.67
1.30 1.30–1.40 100 1.85+0.77−0.57
1.20 1.10–1.20 100 2.28+1.03−0.74
1.00 0.89–1.10 100 1.96+0.90−0.64
0.65 0.58–0.76 100 2.04+1.09−0.79
0.45 0.37–0.50 73 2.59+1.95−1.27
Figure 7. PM velocity dispersion (〈σ 2〉) as a function of stellar mass in
bins of 100 stars (see Table 3). The error bars show the 1σ uncertainty
in the velocity dispersions and the spread in mass for the stars in each
bin. The solid line shows the best-fitting relationship expected if there
were no energy equipartition (σ 2 = constant), and the dashed line shows
the best-fitting relationship expected if there were full energy equipartition
(σ 2 ∝ M).
to include a mass dependence on the velocity dispersion, which can
be written as
σα(m) ∝ σα(0) m−η (3)
σδ(m) ∝ σδ(0) m−η, (4)
where σα(0) and σ δ(0) are the velocity dispersions in the two di-
mensions for m = 1 M, and η is the degree of energy equipartition,
where η = 0 is no energy equipartition and η = 0.5 is full energy
equipartition. This introduces only one free parameter, η, com-
pared to the model in Section 3.2, because we assume the energy
equipartition is isotropic and we do not apply energy equipartition
to the outlier population. Using the ensemble MCMC sampler used
above to sample the posterior distribution function gives a best fit
of η = 0.01 ± 0.02, consistent with no energy equipartition.
The lack of energy equipartition in Cyg OB2 suggests the associ-
ation has not undergone sufficient dynamical evolution for equipar-
tition to occur. If energy equipartition is the main cause of mass
segregation, the failure to detect the former implies little to none of
the latter in Cyg OB2, as is observed from the positions of stars of
different masses within the association (Wright et al. 2014b).
3.5 What are the kinematic outliers?
A small fraction of stars in our sample have relative PMs signifi-
cantly larger than those of the bulk of the population. These were
modelled in Section 3.2 as a separate outlier population and we
estimated they represent ∼5 per cent of the entire sample. An im-
portant question is whether the stars are members of Cyg OB2 that
have been accelerated to large relative velocities by dynamical in-
teractions, whether these are other young stars in the Cygnus region
that have passed along the sightline towards Cyg OB2 (but are oth-
erwise not associated with the star formation events that formed
the association), or whether they are contaminating, X-ray emitting
field stars, most likely in the foreground. Wright et al. (2010a) used
IPHAS photometry to remove the majority of foreground contami-
nants down to r′ = 20 mag, though foreground sources fainter than
this may remain in the sample.
To study the properties of the kinematic outliers relative to the
rest of the sample, we define as an outlier any star whose velocity,
along either axis, deviates from the median by more than 3σ , i.e.
those that fulfil the criteria
|vi − v0| > 3
√
σ 2 + e2i , (5)
where v0 and σ are the central velocity and dispersion in that di-
mension, and vi and ei are the PM and uncertainty in the same
dimension. By this definition, we identify 70 kinematic outliers
from our sample of 873 stars, or 8 per cent of the sample.
Fig. 8 shows a CMD for all stars with PMs, with the outliers
indicated in red and appearing to broadly follow the same distri-
bution as the entire sample. Fig. 8 also shows representative pre-
main-sequence isochrones and a foreground main sequence, illus-
trating that while the foreground and Cyg OB2 populations would
be marginally separated at the bright end of the CMD, they will
overlap at the faint end. It is therefore difficult to determine whether
the outliers are foreground contaminants based on their position in
the CMD alone.
The median X-ray photon energy is a robust measure of the
X-ray spectral shape that can provide information on the absorbing
column and plasma temperature of the emitting material. Young
stars, by virtue of being more X-ray luminous, have higher plasma
temperatures and harder intrinsic X-ray spectra than contaminating
field stars of the same mass (Telleschi et al. 2005). Furthermore,
Cyg OB2 members, being more distant, will lie behind a larger
absorbing column of neutral hydrogen than the foreground con-
taminants, and since low-energy X-ray photons are more readily
absorbed than high-energy X-ray photons, this will further harden
the X-ray spectra of Cyg OB2 members relative to foreground con-
taminants. Thus, Cyg OB2 members will have larger median pho-
ton energies than foreground field star contaminants. Getman et al.
(2011) simulated the X-ray spectral properties of foreground con-
taminants and found that 96 per cent had median energies less than
1.1 keV, while most young stars had median energies of 1–2.5 keV.
Fig. 8 shows that the median X-ray photon energies for the kine-
matic outliers are very similar to the rest of the sample, with most
sources having values of 1–3 keV, though there is a slight tendency
for the outlier population to have lower median photon energies.
This suggests the majority of the kinematic outliers are consistent
with being X-ray absorbed young stars with possibly a small fraction
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Figure 8. The properties of kinematic outliers in our sample illustrating that there is no significant difference between the properties of the outliers and the
entire sample. Left: an i′ versus r′ − i′ CMD showing 771 of the 873 sources in our sample (dots), including 59 out of 70 kinematic outliers (red dots). For
reference, the grey lines show pre-main sequence isochrones (Siess, Dufour & Forestini 2000) at ages of 1, 2, 5, and 10 Myr, at a distance of 1.33 kpc and an
extinction of AV = 5.4 mag (Wright et al. 2015), with IPHAS magnitudes calculated using the colours of Drew et al. (2005) and bolometric corrections from
Kenyon & Hartmann (1995). The grey dashed line shows a foreground main sequence at a distance of 500 pc (a reasonable, representative distance for a mature
X-ray emitting stellar population, see e.g. Wright, Drake & Civano 2010b) and an extinction of AV = 1.5 mag (Sale et al. 2014). Right: the black histogram
shows the distribution of median X-ray photon energies for the 848 X-ray sources in our sample, while the red solid histogram shows the distribution for the
70 kinematic outliers. The red dashed line shows the distribution of the kinematic outliers normalized to that of the entire sample distribution, showing a slight
tendency towards lower median energies for the outliers.
of foreground contaminants. The young stars may include objects
that have been ejected from Cyg OB2, such as by the disruption of
binary systems (e.g. Parker & Meyer 2014), or they may include
stars that have dispersed from other nearby star formation sites (see
e.g. Reipurth & Schneider 2008).
4 PM V EC TO R MA P
Here, we present the PM vector map (Fig. 9) and discuss the bulk
stellar motions. For this analysis, we have removed from our sample
75 kinematic outliers, 70 fulfilling (equation 5) and 5 with uncer-
tainties >5 mas yr−1 in either dimension. We also note briefly that
the plane of the sky at the Galactic longitude of Cyg OB2 (l ∼ 80◦)
is almost perpendicular to the direction of Galactic rotation and
therefore the measured PMs carry only a negligible component due
to it.
The stellar motions shown in Fig. 9 appear to be quite random,
particularly on the largest scales, with no clear sign of expansion
or contraction. On smaller scales there is some evidence for coher-
ent motions, with stars in the same area of the association mov-
ing in approximately the same direction. This is often referred to
as kinematic substructure, particularly in RV studies, though it is
much more apparent here than in previous works (e.g. Jeffries et al.
2014; Tobin et al. 2015). In this section, we discuss these features
in more detail, beginning in Section 4.1 with a quantification of
the level of expansion, contraction and rotation in the association
and then in Section 4.2 the evidence for kinematic substructure is
appraised.
4.1 Expansion, contraction and rotation
To examine these components of motion, we separate the PM vec-
tors into radial and azimuthal components (as shown in Fig. 10)
and use stellar masses from Wright et al. (2010a, 2015) to calcu-
late the amount of kinetic energy in each component (uncertainties
estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation).
To do this, we must estimate the centre of the association, which
is not a simple task for highly substructured OB associations such
as Cyg OB2. We explored various possibilities for the centre of
the association, seeking to identify the position that maximized the
amount of kinetic energy in either rotational or azimuthal directions,
but found that these quantities exhibited only a weak dependence
on the choice of association centre. We therefore chose the centre of
Cyg OB2 to be the centre of mass of the sample used here (consid-
ering only stars in the mass ranges identified by Wright et al. 2014b,
for which the sample is believed to be spatially unbiased), which is
20:33:10, +41:15:21. This is approximately half-way between the
two estimates in the literature, the trapezium of bright O stars that
make up Cyg OB2 #8 (e.g. Hanson 2003; Vink et al. 2008) and the
centre of the association found from an infrared star counts study
by Kno¨dlseder (2000). It is also very close to the centre of mass of
the OB star sample from Wright et al. (2015).
We find that the kinetic energy is divided between the radial and
azimuthal components in the ratio 60+3−7:40+7−3, suggesting a slight
(∼1.5σ confidence) preference for kinetic energy in the radial direc-
tion over the azimuthal direction. This result holds approximately
true regardless of the centre of the association used (the ratio varies
from 63:37 when using the centre of mass of the OB stars, to 58:42
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Figure 9. PM vector map for 798 X-ray and spectroscopically selected stars towards Cygnus OB2 including 16 O-type stars, 34 B-type stars, and 748 X-ray
selected stars. The 75 most extreme kinematic outliers, as noted in the text, have been removed. The dots show the current position of the stars, while the
vectors shown the PMs, colour-coded based on their direction of motion to highlight the kinematic substructure. The grey box shows the border of the X-ray
observations used to identify members of Cyg OB2 and an empty black star symbol marks the centre of mass of the association as determined in Section 4.1. A
representative 10 mas yr−1 vector is shown in the top-left corner and a colour wheel showing the relationship between colour and PA is shown in the top-right
corner. The background is a Spitzer 8 µm image (Hora et al. 2011).
when using the centre determined by Kno¨dlseder 2000), or whether
the entire PM sample is used or only those stars in the mass ranges
considered complete (for which the ratio is 62:38).
In the radial direction, there is an almost even split in both
the number of expanding and contracting stars (51+2−1:49+1−2) and
the kinetic energy (50+9−7:50+7−9) in both expansion and contrac-
tion (i.e. away from or towards the centre of the association), a
result that shows very little variation when different centres or
subsets of the sample are considered. When using the centre of
mass of the OB stars, the ratio of expanding to contracting en-
ergies changes to 43:57, the largest variation seen, and none of
the centres result in more than half of the kinetic energy being in
expansion.
In the azimuthal direction, there is a preference for motion in
the direction of decreasing PA with 66+5−7 per cent of the azimuthal
kinetic energy in that direction and 34+7−5 per cent in the direction
of increasing PA (this result is independent of the centre used). A
similar split is seen in the distribution of angular momentum with
61+2−4 per cent in the direction of decreasing PA and 39+4−2 per cent
in the direction of increasing PA. Since the number of stars moving
in each azimuthal direction and their mass distributions are very
similar, these difference must be entirely due to the stars moving
faster in the direction of decreasing PA. If this were a gravitation-
ally bound system this would be evidence of rotation, but because
Cyg OB2 is not bound (and may never have been bound, see Sec-
tion 5), it is more accurate to refer to this as non-zero angular
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Figure 10. Split-component PM vector maps for the 798 members of Cyg OB2 (excluding kinematic outliers) as shown in Fig. 9. In both panels the dots
show the current positions of the stars, the vectors show the PMs, and the large black dot shows the nominal centre of the association. The left-hand panel
shows the radial component of the PM vectors, colour-coded blue if the stars are moving outwards from the centre, and red if they are moving inwards. The
right-hand panel shows the transverse component of the vectors, colour-coded blue if the stars are moving in a clockwise direction and red if they are moving
in an anticlockwise direction.
momentum, and is most likely a remnant of the angular momentum
of the primordial GMC (e.g. Rosolowsky et al. 2003).
4.2 Kinematic substructure
While the overall kinematic structure appears to be relatively ran-
dom, with no evidence for cohesive expanding or contracting mo-
tions, the small-scale kinematics suggests some substructure. The
PM vectors in Fig. 9 have been colour-coded based on their PA to
highlight this. We use the term kinematic substructure to describe
the observed tendency for stars in the same area of the association
to have similar PMs to their neighbours, both in direction and in
magnitude. This is evident on a wide range of scales, from that of
only a few stars, up to groups of 10–20 stars or more, and appears
to exist across the OB association. Kinematic substructure has been
observed or hinted at in a small number of past kinematic studies of
star-forming regions and star clusters, but it is considerably more
apparent in these PM observations than in past RV studies (e.g.
Fu˝re´sz et al. 2008; Jeffries et al. 2014; Tobin et al. 2015).
To determine whether this apparent kinematic substructure is
real or whether it is a chance fluctuation, we need to quantify its
significance. We do this using spatial correlation tests, which are de-
signed to search for correlations in a signal among nearby locations
in space. Global indexes of spatial correlation, such as Moran’s I
(Moran 1950) and Geary’s C (Geary 1954), express the overall de-
gree of similarity between spatially close regions with respect to a
numeric variable. Both tests involve computing a degree of similar-
ity, ρμ, between every possible pair of points, i and j, with respect
to the numerical variable of interest, μ, which in our case would be
the PM along one axis. All the values of ρμ are then summed up,
weighted by the degree of proximity, wij, between points i and j, and
then divided by a constant of proportionality. The resulting index
reveals whether the data are consistent with a random distribution,
or whether it displays significant evidence of positive (nearby re-
gions will tend to exhibit similar values of μ) or negative (nearby
regions exhibit dissimilar values of μ) spatial correlation. The two
indexes differ slightly in that Moran’s I statistic is a global mea-
sure of spatial correlation, while Geary’s C statistic is a more local
measure of correlation.
Moran’s I statistic is given by
I = n
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wij
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wij (μi − μ¯)(μj − μ¯)
n∑
i=1
(μi − μ¯)2
, (6)
where the degree of similarity in this case is ρμ = (μi − μ¯)(μj −
μ¯), μ¯ is the mean of μ, and n is the number of data points. We
use the standard weighting of wij = 1/dij, where dij is the distance
between i and j. Under the null hypothesis of no spatial correlation,
the expected value is I0 = −1/(n − 1). Values of I > I0 indicate pos-
itive spatial correlation, while I <I0 indicates negative correlation.
The variance of I can be calculated using either the normal approxi-
mation (Moran 1950) or by randomization experiments, though for
large sample sizes (n > 25) they are very similar and the normal
approximation is sufficient (Upton & Fingleton 1985).
Using the PM in each dimension as the variable of interest (μ), we
calculate values of Iα = 0.024 ± 0.0026 and Iδ = 0.031 ± 0.0026.
Both values deviate significantly from the expectation value under
the null hypothesis of I0 = −0.001 25 with significances of 9.7σ
and 12.5σ , respectively, implying that there is significant positive
spatial correlation in our sample, i.e. the PMs are spatially correlated
with stars close to each other having more similar values than for a
random distribution.
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We also calculated the degree of spatial correlation using Geary’s
C statistic, which is given by
C = n − 1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wij
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wij (μi − μj )2
n∑
i=1
(μi − μ¯)2
, (7)
where the degree of similarity here is ρμ = (μi − μj)2 and the same
weighting is used as with Moran’s I statistic. The expectation value
for no spatial correlation is C0 = 1, with lower values implying pos-
itive spatial correlation and higher values meaning negative spatial
correlation. As with Moran’s I statistic, the variance was calculated
using the normal approximation (Geary 1954).
We calculate values of Cα = 0.964 ± 0.014 and
Cδ = 0.951 ± 0.014, both of which imply positive spatial cor-
relation. The significance of these results are calculated as 2.6σ and
3.5σ , both statistically significant, but lower than the results from
Moran’s I statistic. This is most likely due to Geary’s C statistics
being a more local measure of correlation, indicating there are prob-
ably large areas where the local correlation is low (i.e. do not exhibit
kinematic substructure) and small areas that are highly correlated
(have strong kinematic substructure). Despite this both measures of
spatial correlation indicate that the PMs of stars in Cyg OB2 exhibit
statistically significant positive spatial correlation in the form of
kinematic substructure.
It is important to confirm that the substructures observed are real
and not due to artefacts, the most likely cause of which would be
correlations between the uncertainties in μα and μδ introduced by
either the data reduction process (see e.g. Perryman et al. 1998, for
an example of this for Hipparcos data) or by atmospheric turbu-
lence on large scales. Unfortunately, it is difficult to directly test
this because there is not a suitable reference catalogue free from
such uncertainties. However, if correlated uncertainties did exist
within our data and were responsible for inducing false kinematic
features into our PMs then such features should also be evident in
the kinematics of non-member sources.
To investigate this, we studied the kinematics of non-members
in the same area of the sky as our sample of Cyg OB2 members
(a total of ∼15 000 sources with PM uncertainties <5 mas yr−1),
but could find no patterns or substructures in their distribution. To
quantify this, we used the two spatial correlation tests used earlier to
search for evidence of kinematic substructure within our sample of
non-members. We created 10 000 bootstrapped samples of 798 non-
members by randomly selecting non-member stars within 1 arcmin
of each member star. A radius of 1 arcmin was chosen to allow a
sufficiently large sample of non-members to sample from whilst also
ensuring that the spatial distribution of our bootstrapped samples
was similar to our sample of Cyg OB2 members. For each sample,
we calculated Geary’s C statistic and Moran’s I statistic for both μα
and μδ .
Fig. 11 shows the distribution of the significances of the two
spatial correlation tests. Since the expectation value and standard
deviation of each test statistic vary with each sample, we calculated
the significance of each measurement and plotted this distribution.
All the distributions are narrow and centred on zero (or very close to
zero for Geary’s C statistic), implying little to no spatial correlation
in the kinematics. The spatial correlation significances measured for
Cyg OB2 members are also shown in Fig. 11. For Geary’s C statistic
the two measures are within the tail of the distribution, while for
Moran’s I statistic they are well outside of the distribution. This
suggests that the spatially correlated PMs observed in Cyg OB2 are
Figure 11. The distribution of the significances of Geary’s C and Moran’s
I test statistics for non-members of Cyg OB2, calculated as the test statistic
minus the expectation value and then divided by the standard deviation
for each sample (necessary because the expectation value and standard
deviation vary with the properties of each sample). For Geary’s C statistic,
we multiplied the values by −1 so that both distributions show positive
values for positive spatial correlation and negative values for negative spatial
correlation. The black histogram shows the distribution for μα and the red
histogram shows that for μδ . The vertical dashed lines show the values
measured for our sample of Cyg OB2 members.
not a product of the observations or the data reduction process and
are therefore real.
5 D I SCUSSI ON
Here, we discuss the implications of our results on our current
understanding of Cyg OB2 and its dynamical state. Our results can
be briefly summarized as follows.
(i) The PM velocity dispersions are σα(c) = 13.0+0.8−0.7 and σδ(c) =
9.1+0.5−0.5 km s−1, which are non-isotropic. Combined with the RV
dispersion, this gives a three-dimensional velocity dispersion of
σ 3D = 17.8 ± 0.6 km s−1.
(ii) There is no evidence for energy equipartition in the stel-
lar kinematics, implying that the association is not dynamically
evolved, a picture supported by the lack of mass segregation in the
association (Wright et al. 2014b).
(iii) The PMs do not display a global expansion pattern and the
kinetic energy in expanding (outwards) motion is roughly the same
as that in contracting (inwards) motion.
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(iv) There is roughly the same amount of kinetic energy in the az-
imuthal and radial directions, with a slight preference in the former
for motion in the direction of decreasing PA.
(v) The PMs exhibit considerable kinematic substructure that is
evident from pairs of stars with very similar kinematics all the way
up to larger groups of many tens of stars moving together. This
echoes the physical substructure already known in the association
(Wright et al. 2014b).
We now consider the implications of these results for the dy-
namical history of Cyg OB2, including theories for the origin of
OB associations.
5.1 The dynamical state of Cyg OB2
To determine the virial state of Cyg OB2 we use the virial equation,
which in its three-dimensional form is given by
σ 23D =
GMvir
2rvir
, (8)
where σ 3D is the three-dimensional velocity dispersion (equal to
17.8 ± 0.6 km s−1), G is the gravitational constant, Mvir is the virial
mass and rvir is the virial radius. Following convention, we substitute
the parameter η = 6rvir/reff, where reff is the effective (or half-light)
radius (e.g. Portegies Zwart et al. 2010). Rearranging this gives Mvir
as
Mvir = ησ
2
3Dreff
3 G
. (9)
The parameters η and reff are determined by fitting an Elson, Fall &
Freeman (1987) surface brightness profile to the stellar distribution,
which has the form

(r) = 
0
(
1 + r
2
a2
)−γ /2
, (10)
where 
 is the stellar surface density, r is the projected radial
distance from the association centre, and a and γ are parameters to
be fit. Using the sample of O-B0 stars from Wright et al. (2015) and
the centre of mass of the association calculated in Section 4.1, we
find parameters of γ = 5.8 ± 0.5 and a = 19.4 ± 1.9 arcmin. These
parameters correspond to η = 9.7 ± 0.8 and reff = 10.1 ± 0.9 arcmin
(Portegies Zwart et al. 2010), the latter of which equates to 3.9 pc
at a distance of 1.33 kpc.
This gives a virial mass of (9.3 ± 0.8) × 105 M. The to-
tal stellar mass has been estimated to be between 1.65+0.38−0.28 × 104
M (Wright et al. 2015) and (4–10) × 104 M (Kno¨dlseder
2000), with most estimates placing it around (2–4) × 104 M
(e.g. Drew et al. 2008; Wright et al. 2010a). The virial mass is
therefore over an order of magnitude larger than the stellar mass,
implying that Cyg OB2 is gravitationally unbound. This result is
unchanged if we adopt our (smaller) IQR velocity dispersion, which
gives σ 3D = 13.9 ± 0.4 km s−1 and therefore Mvir = (5.7 ± 0.6) ×
105 M.
This calculation does not take into account any gas embedded
within the association. However, this will be minimal because Cyg
OB2 is not embedded within a molecular cloud but in a cavity
between the two major parts of the Cygnus X GMC (e.g. Schneider
et al. 2006). A first-order estimate of the mass of intracluster gas is
obtained from
Mgas = μH2 mH
∫
NHdA  μH2 mHNHA, (11)
where μH2 is the atomic mass of molecular hydrogen, mH is the mass
of a hydrogen atom, NH is the hydrogen column density through the
association, and A is its projected area. Assuming a single value of
NH estimated from the extinction through the association (AV ∼
3 mag, see fig. 3 of Wright et al. 2015), and the conversion of
Bohlin, Savage & Drake (1978)6 we derive NH = 2.8 × 1021 cm−2.
We estimate the projected area of Cyg OB2 to be a circle with a
radius twice the effective radius, equating to A = 0.053 deg2. This
gives a total intracluster gas mass of 1300 M, which will not
significantly contribute to the virial equation.
These calculations confirm that Cyg OB2 is gravitationally un-
bound, at least globally, as the majority of OB associations are
believed to be (Ambarzumjan 1951; Blaauw 1964). The association
must therefore be in the process of expanding and dispersing into
the galactic field, which it will do in a very short period of time given
its highly supervirial state. Based on the one-dimensional velocity
dispersion of ∼10 km s−1, and given that 1 km s−1 ∼ 1 pc Myr−1,
this means that the association will expand by approximately 10 pc
in radius per Myr. Within 3–4 Myr, the association will have ex-
panded to be over 100 pc across, roughly equivalent in size to the
Scorpius-Centaurus OB association (Preibisch & Mamajek 2008).
5.2 Is Cyg OB2 an expanded star cluster?
The classical view of OB associations is that they are the expanded
remnants of disrupted star clusters (e.g. Brown et al. 1999; Lada
& Lada 2003). The physical processes suggested for the disruption
are either residual gas expulsion (in which feedback disperses the
gas left over from star formation, which was previously holding
the cluster in virial equilibrium, e.g. Hills 1980; Lada et al. 1984;
Goodwin & Bastian 2006) or tidal heating from nearby molecular
clouds (Spitzer 1958; Elmegreen & Hunter 2010; Kruijssen et al.
2011). If this were the case, it would imply that Cyg OB2 was denser
and more compact in the past and has since expanded to become a
low-density OB association.
We would therefore expect the PMs to exhibit either radial ex-
panding motions (for the explosive expansion predicted by residual
gas expulsion) or expanding motions along a specific axis (see fig. 3
of Kruijssen 2011, for an illustration). While the full space motions
for stars in Cyg OB2 are not yet available (given the absence of
RVs for the lower mass stars), their PMs do not exhibit any sort
of correlated expansion pattern. There is also no preference for ki-
netic energy in the radial direction, as expected if it were expanding
from its apparent centre. This evidence therefore rules out Cyg OB2
having been a dense star cluster in the past.
This conclusion is supported by other evidence that Cyg OB2
is not dynamically evolved, as would be expected if it had previ-
ously been a dense and compact star cluster. This includes a lack of
mass segregation (Wright et al. 2014b), energy equipartition (Sec-
tion 3.4), or an isotropic velocity dispersion7 (Section 3.1), all of
which are indicators of a dynamically evolved system (Portegies
Zwart et al. 2010). The considerable physical (Wright et al. 2014b)
and kinematic (Section 4.2) substructure also suggests the associ-
ation is not dynamically mixed, otherwise this substructure would
have been erased (Parker et al. 2014).
6 Since the reddening law towards and through Cyg OB2 appears to be
normal (Hanson 2003; Wright et al. 2015) there is no reason to think that a
typical gas to dust ratio might be incorrect.
7 It is possible tidal heating could generate a non-isotropic velocity disper-
sion on a global scale, due to the preferential orientation on which it acts,
though the lack of a signature in the PM vector diagram argues against this.
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The lack of a clear expansion pattern in Cyg OB2 would appear to
be in conflict with the measured velocity dispersion that suggests the
association is gravitationally unbound. A possible explanation for
this is that the association has only recently become gravitationally
unbound and therefore has not dispersed sufficiently to develop a
clear radial expansion pattern. This appears unlikely given that the
association has already dispersed its primordial molecular cloud
(see e.g. fig. 1 of Wright et al. 2015), unless the molecular cloud
was dispersed very rapidly, perhaps by a particularly powerful su-
pernova. Another possibility is that we are seeing Cyg OB2 at this
current time as a chance overdensity of many substructures that
have overlapped along the line of sight, in which case the expansion
of the OB association as a whole is a rather meaningless concept
given that it would never have been a single structure.
5.3 Properties of the kinematic substructures
Determining the precise properties and virial states of all the indi-
vidual substructures is beyond the scope of this paper, partly because
of the difficulty identifying individual groups and assigning stars
to them. We reserve a full analysis of the size, structure and virial
state of these subgroups for a future paper, but briefly estimate their
properties here.
To calculate the typical masses of these structures, we first esti-
mate the number of stars observed in each group as between 10 and
100 members. We know that our sample is approximately complete
for M > 1 M (Wright et al. 2010a) and that ∼70 per cent of the
stars in our sample have masses >1 M, meaning that these groups
contain approximately 7–70 stars in this mass range. In a typical
and fully sampled initial mass function, stars with masses >1 M
represent about 10 per cent of the total number of stars and the
mean stellar mass is 0.6 M (Maschberger 2013). Therefore 10–
100 stars in our sample is approximately equivalent to 40–400 M,
a reasonable estimate for the typical mass of these groups.
The larger groups (identified roughly by eye) appear to have
velocity dispersions that are consistent, within the uncertainties,
with being in virial equilibrium (based on an extrapolation of the
observed stars to a fully sampled initial mass function). This is
supported by the fact that these groups are still moving together and
are not noticeably expanding. If these groups were gravitationally
unbound, it is reasonable to expect that they would have dispersed in
the 3–5 Myr since they formed. The high overall velocity dispersion
of Cyg OB2 is probably a superposition of all the subgroups, each
of which might be bound or close to virial equilibrium, but have
mean velocities slightly offset from one another such that the overall
dispersion is a wide Gaussian.
None of the groups correspond to the two open clusters identified
by Bica, Bonatto & Dutra (2003) in the centre of Cyg OB2. The
brightest stars in these clusters do not have PMs in our sample
(they are saturated), while the other stars do not have any coherent
kinematic structure in our PMs. It is therefore difficult to verify the
nature of these clusters.
5.4 What impact has residual gas expulsion had
on the dynamics of Cyg OB2?
The lack of a radial expansion in the global kinematic structure
suggests that residual gas expulsion and other cluster disruption
mechanisms were not responsible for globally unbinding Cyg OB2
(despite the fact that the association has expelled the majority of its
residual gas). Furthermore, if the kinematic substructures are in (or
close to) virial equilibrium (Section 5.3), then such cluster disrup-
tion mechanisms have also had very little impact on the virial state
of these structures. It is possible that some of the stars that appear
isolated in phase-space (i.e. that are not part of any substructure)
may be remnants of an expanded cluster, but there are no obvious
trends in their kinematics to verify this.
If residual gas expulsion really has had little impact on the dy-
namics of Cyg OB2, it would be in agreement with a number of
recent theoretical studies. Kruijssen et al. (2012) found that in hy-
drodynamic simulations of star formation stars accrete the majority
of gas in their local vicinity and thus groups of stars carve out re-
gions of the molecular cloud free from gas, reducing any dynamical
impact arising from its expulsion. Moeckel et al. (2012) and Dale,
Ercolano & Bonnell (2012) both argued that small clusters of stars
have short-enough dynamical time-scales that they can settle into
virialized and stellar-dominated configurations before feedback be-
gins, potentially allowing them to survive gas expulsion. Dale et al.
(2012) also showed that the densest parts of molecular clouds can
survive considerable ionization, limiting the extent to which residual
gas is expelled. Future, higher precision kinematic measurements
(e.g. from Gaia) will allow these ideas to be tested in more detail.
5.5 The possible origin and evolution of the kinematic groups
Recent infrared and submm observations have shown that stars
form in a highly substructured distribution (e.g. Gutermuth et al.
2008) with both spatial and kinematic subclustering (Testi et al.
2000) that is thought to arise from the filamentary structure of the
primordial molecular cloud (Andre´ et al. 2014; Rathborne et al.
2015). If this is a universal aspect of the star formation process then
the kinematic groups we observe in Cyg OB2 may be the remnants
of this substructure. What these substructures might be able to tell
us about Cyg OB2 depends on how much these groups have evolved
since the stars within them formed.
Numerical simulations show that substructure in star-forming re-
gions is rapidly erased by dynamical interactions between groups
(e.g. Scally & Clarke 2002; Parker et al. 2014), and that if the
stars are sufficiently dynamically cool (subvirial) these interactions
lead to the formation of dense star clusters by hierarchical mergers
(Allison et al. 2010; Fujii & Portegies Zwart 2013). These simu-
lations also suggest that if the intergroup dynamics are hot (super-
virial) then the groups will separate, preserving the substructure
(Goodwin & Whitworth 2004). In this framework, the hierarchical
merging of groups in a star-forming region proceeds until they reach
the physical scale at which the intergroup dynamics transition from
subvirial to supervirial. If this scale is larger than the entire region
then a star cluster forms, while if it is smaller then a substructured
OB association forms. If this picture is correct, it would explain our
observations of Cyg OB2 that show a globally unbound association
composed of kinematic substructures that are at (or very close to)
virial equilibrium. One could hypothesize that the structures we ob-
serve formed from mergers between smaller substructures, but that
the supervirial intergroup dynamics prevented further mergers.
These simulations suggest that substructures grow by dynami-
cal interactions, but cannot separate into smaller structures (Parker
et al. 2014). This would imply that the structures observed in
Cyg OB2 place constraints on the largest dynamically mixed struc-
tures that have ever existed within the association. However, there
may be dynamical processes that are capable of rapidly eroding
groups of stars. Processes such as three-body encounters (Poveda,
Ruiz & Allen 1967) or supernovae explosions (Blaauw 1961) are
thought to be responsible for ejecting individual stars, but it might
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be possible that the ejection of particularly massive stars could dis-
rupt the local stellar dynamics sufficiently to eject multiple stars.
Supernova explosions could also rapidly redistribute the gas in the
vicinity of the association (and therefore the gas potential), allowing
processes such as tidal heating (Elmegreen & Hunter 2010) to strip
off large numbers of stars from otherwise bound groups. The kine-
matic signatures of such a complicated and disruptive event might
be very difficult to identify.
There are also a number of stars in Cyg OB2 that do not appear
to be part of any moving group, either because they are in a sparse
area of the association, or because their kinematics are very dif-
ferent from those of nearby stars. These stars may have been born
in relative isolation, they may have been stripped off from other
moving groups, or they may have originated in a group or cluster
that has been completely dispersed. Their PMs do not suggest they
all originated in a single cluster that was disrupted (their motions
appear relatively random and do not exhibit radial dispersion), but
they might have originated in multiple clusters.
It may be possible with future observations to assign the major-
ity of stars in Cyg OB2 into one kinematic group or another, in
which case we can speculate as to what this could tell us about star
formation in Cyg OB2. If we assume that cluster evaporation and
stripping is not a rapid process (Portegies Zwart et al. 2010) and that
these groups have evolved predominantly through mergers (Scally
& Clarke 2002), then the kinematic groups we observe are equiv-
alent to the largest dynamically mixed structures that have existed
in Cyg OB2. Some studies have claimed that the mass of a cluster
correlates with the mass of its most massive star (Weidner & Kroupa
2004, 2006). Cyg OB2 contains two stars with masses of ∼100 M
(Wright et al. 2015), which according to this framework must have
formed in a cluster of mass ∼10 000 M. This is over an order of
magnitude larger than the largest dynamically mixed structures cur-
rently observed in the association. Even if the groups we observed
have experienced significant disruptive mass-loss, they would be
unlikely to have been as massive as ∼10 000 M in the past. This
argues against there being a relationship between cluster mass and
the mass of the most massive star within it (see also Parker &
Goodwin 2007; Cervin˜o et al. 2013).
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have presented a catalogue of 873 high-precision PMs for X-ray
and spectroscopically selected members of the massive OB asso-
ciation Cyg OB2. The PMs were calculated from several thousand
images spanning ∼15 yr and from various instruments on multiple
telescopes. The PMs are accurate to ∼0.5 mas yr−1 for sources
brighter than i ∼ 18 mag and to better than 1 mas yr−1 for sources
at i ∼ 22 mag.
The velocity distribution of Cyg OB2 members is broadly Gaus-
sian with low-amplitude and broad wings. We model this using
a two-dimensional, two-component Gaussian mixture model rep-
resenting the Cyg OB2 and kinematic outlier components. For the
Cyg OB2 component, we calculate velocity dispersions of 1.89+0.07−0.06
and 1.32+0.05−0.04 mas yr−1 in the two PM dimensions using this method,
in good agreement with that derived from simpler outlier-resistant
analytical methods. The kinematic outliers, which represent approx-
imately 5 per cent of our sample, appear to be predominantly young
stars at the approximate distance of Cyg OB2 (probably including
ejected stars and unrelated stars from nearby star-forming regions)
and very few appear to be foreground stars.
At the distance of Cyg OB2, the velocity dispersion is equivalent
to σα(c) = 13.0+0.8−0.7 and σδ(c) = 9.1+0.5−0.5 km s−1, which combined
with the RV dispersion gives a three-dimensional velocity disper-
sion of σ 3D = 17.8 ± 0.6 km s−1. This implies a virial mass an order
of magnitude larger than the observed stellar mass, implying that
Cyg OB2 is gravitationally unbound.
The PMs exhibit significant kinematic structure, echoing the ob-
served physical substructure in the association (Wright et al. 2014b).
The kinematic substructure implies the association is dynamically
unevolved, a view supported by a lack of energy equipartition and
non-isotropic velocity dispersions. The kinematic substructures ap-
pear to be close to virial equilibrium, and have typical sizes of
∼40–400 M.
The PMs show no evidence for a global expansion pattern, as
would be expected if the association was an expanded star cluster
that had been disrupted by mechanisms such as residual gas expul-
sion or tidal heating. Furthermore, since the substructures appear
to be in (or close to) virial equilibrium, this suggests that disrup-
tion mechanisms such as residual gas expulsion have had very little
impact on the dynamical state of the association or its substructures.
These results all suggest that Cyg OB2 was not born as a single
dense star cluster and instead was born with considerable physical
and kinematic substructure, much of which has survived to the
present day. The classical view of OB associations as the expanded
remnants of star clusters disrupted by residual gas expulsion does
not appear to be valid for Cyg OB2.
These results could be tested using RVs, which would allow
the kinematic substructure and lack of energy equipartition to be
verified in a third dimension. Higher precision PMs (e.g. from the
Gaia satellite) could be used to determine the virial state of the
substructures we have identified, and therefore to constrain their
past evolution. The evolution of complex substructured regions such
as this could also be tested in more detail by making comparisons
with the results of N-body simulations (e.g. Proszkow et al. 2009;
Parker & Meyer 2012), particularly those that facilitate quantitative
comparisons between observations and simulations through the use
of well-defined spatial and kinematic diagnostics (Allison et al.
2009; Parker & Wright 2016).
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